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What’s new?
Enhanced  

Acquisition Workflow



<Improved Acquisition Workflows
The university library community spoke, and we listened!  
Thanks to your feedback, we’re excited to announce several 
significant updates to the Kortext Acquisition Portal, designed to 
enhance the user experience for university librarians. 

Kortext's Annual Librarian Survey '22 revealed that a quick 
and simple acquisition process is an important factor to 
consider when choosing an eTextbook supplier.



<Improved inventory search
Search Kortext without leaving the portal
There are over 2 million eTextbooks available on the Kortext Arcturus platform. 
With our ‘Search Kortext’ functionality, you can explore the Kortext inventory 
and add titles to any of your baskets, providing a convenient user experience. 

Enhanced search functionality
Enjoy a more seamless search experience with our new tab-specific search 
bar tailored to the section of the portal you’re in. This replaces our global 
search bar, ensuring the system filters accurate and relevant results every 
time.
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<Look and feel
Enhanced and familiar user interface
The new app-style layout provides a user experience like the modern, 
easy-to-navigate apps we use every day.
And in an enhancement specially requested by librarians, title information is 
now displayed in grid view with columns and rows, so you can easily compare 
titles.

Review book details in seconds
Want to know more about a book? Simply click into the title for a one-page 
overview of everything you need, from author information, rental term and ISBN 
to eBook format, edition and publisher information – and all this alongside 
book description and pricing. 

New grid layout

Book details



<Time saving features
Import your reading lists
Save time by uploading your reading lists into your acquisition basket! If a 
title’s not available on Kortext, you can click to find a related book or submit a 
request and we’ll negotiate with publishers to make the book available through 
the Kortext Arcturus platform.

Basket rollover made easy
Duplicate an existing basket in one click, saving you time when making repeat 
orders. You can also download your basket as a CSV or XLS file to have on hand 
whenever you need it.



See pricing upfront 
With new publisher pricing data extraction, you can see pricing details upfront 
at the point of need, so you can plan effectively against your budget. 

Compare models per title 
Pricing and license types are now displayed per title, so you can make 
informed decisions when building your baskets.
 
Pricing model flexibility 
Not sure which pricing models are right for you? You can switch between them 
to compare the benefits right up until your basket is submitted. 

<Pricing and models

Pricing

License type
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Title not found? No problem
You can now search outside Kortext, so if a title isn’t available in the Kortext 
inventory, the Acquisition Portal will automatically search external records, 
including BDS, to show you that the book exists. You can then either make a 
request for Kortext to source the title on your behalf or select from a list of 
alternative titles chosen by other librarians.

For existing account holders, the acquisition workflow will automatically be 
available for use early May in time for your 22/23 content acquisition cycle. 
We would recommend that you book a walkthrough session with your 
Account Manager or Customer Success Representative to get an in-depth 
insight into the full functionality of the module.
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